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When One-of-a-Kind&#x94;is laughed at by Purple for being weird and Green playfully calls One a

klutz after tripping on the stairs, is the Tease Monster to blame? With words of wisdom from Mom

about the Tease Monster, One discovers that teasing is part of life. And not all teasing is the same.

One learns that laughing at someone (mean teasing)has a hurtful bite, but laughing with someone is

alright when it's not done out of spite. This the newest book in the Building Relationships series by

Julia Cook.
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Author Julia Cook has a phenomenal gift of writing books for children! Her books teach important life

skills and are written through a child's view of the world. As an Elementary School Counselor, I have

incorporated many of Julia's books into my curriculum and must say Tease Monster is a powerful

relationship-building tool. Children will quickly learn the power of words, how people hear things in

different ways, and the importance of laughing with someone not at them. Tease Monster should

certainly find its way onto your bookshelf if you're a parent, school counselor, teacher, social worker,

psychologist, or pediatrician. --Erin E. Bowden, M.S., Elementary School Counselor



Julia Cook, a former teacher and school counselor, writes books for children that let them laugh

while learning to solve their own problems, use better behavior, and develop healthy relationships.

She has authored more than 30 books for children and teachers. She has received the Association

for Educational Publishers Distinguished Achievement Award, and her books have been honored by

The National Parenting Center and Mom's Choice Awards.

My daughter who is 3 really got this book now she tells me all the time that is mean teasing or nice

teasing when she hears something. There where a couple of parts I had to re word for her because

her age it was a little confusing to her the way it was written but not many, I just wrote my

"corrections" above the sentence to keep it consistent when I read it to her multiple times.

Julia Cook's books are great! My students enjoy listening to them and they are helpful in sparking

conversation about difficult topics. I would say they are probably most effective for kids under the

age of 10. Although I use them with some of my older students as conversation starters they do

tend to find them a bit babyish. I would definitely recommend.

Ok, I love this book. I read it to my son's 1st grade class & they all enjoyed it too. The teacher loved

it too...maybe it was just my amazing storytelling skills, but I'm sure the book had something to do

with it! Great colorful and fun pictures, great message and a fun read! So well written!

Children often confuse the two. Julia explains through example how to determine the difference.

Playful teasing does not hurt another one's feelings while bullying does. The book provides an

opportuntity for conversation about your own child's behaviors towards others as well as how others

have treated him/her.

Not my favorite of the Julia Cook books. I don't feel like the difference between teasing and bullying

is very clear at all. The ideas are muddy and the illustrations are just not what I've come to expect

from her books either.

cute book and arrived on time

done nicely and easy to read. Great pictures for kids



use in group therapy and the kids relate to it easily! I love all books by Julia Cook and recommend

them!
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